Abstract: An algorithm is considered, and shown to lead to various unusual and unique series expansions of formal Laurent series, as the sums of reciprocals of polynomials. The degrees of approximation by the rational functions which are the partial sums of these series are investigated. The types of series corresponding to rational functions themselves are also partially characterized.
Introduction
Let ZP= F(( z)) denote the field of all formal Laurent series A = Cr= y c,z" in an indeterminate z, with coefficients c, all lying in a given field F. Although the main case of importance here occurs when P is the field @ of complex numbers, certain interest also attaches to other ground fields F, and almost all results below hold for arbitrary F. In certain situations below, it will be convenient to write x = z-l and also consider the ring F[x] of polynomials in x, as well as the field F(x) of rational functions in x, with coefficients in F. IIAII a03
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By (l) , the above norm is non-Archimedian and leads to an ultra-metric distance function p on 3, with p(A, B)= I)A-BII.
It is then essentially "folk-lore" that 3' forms a complete metric space under p (cf. [2, Chapter 5; 10, Chapter 71).
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In terms of the notation x = z-i introduced above, we shall make frequent use of the polynomial The names given to the above representations in [3] were chosen because they bear a close analogy to quite classical ones concerning the expansions of arbitrary real numbers into certain "Sylvester", "Engel" and "Ltiroth" series with rational terms (discussed in [8, Chapter IV]). (They and certain further results below are also partly analogous to some on continued fraction expansions of Laurent and power series, which are treated in [2, Chapter 51, [5, 61.) The second part of the conference talk dealt with further results of the above type, along lines stated and proved in the next sections, the main general theorem being Theorem 5.
A general algorithm and convergence conditions
We may combine our approach to the above-mentioned representations and some further results below with the aid of a general algorithm, which is partly analogous to one introduced by Oppenheim [7] in order to re-prove and extend the results on real series referred to earlier.
Given 
Thus (5) is a sufficient condition for the expansion to exist. Now consider convergence of the above "Oppenheim-type" algorithm relative to the metric p on 9 in the next proposition. In particular, Proposition 3 holds for either of the choices: r,, = g, = 1,n >, 1, or r,, = 1, g, = a,, -1, n 2 1, which yield the "Engel-type" and "Liiroth-type" representations mentioned earlier. Another interesting choice applicable here is: r,, = 1, g, = a,, n >, 1, which yields a convergent expansion of type This proves the following proposition. Here the special choice r,, = 1, s, = pa,, + y, for fixed p, y E F, j3 # 0, leads to an expansion of type
The further choice of p = 1, y = 0 then leads again to the "Engel-type" case described earlier, while the choice p = 1, y = -1, leads to another special expansion considered in [3] .
Uniqueness of expansions
We now show that the digits a,, for A in Oppenheim-type representations are unique under certain wide conditions, which cover all the special cases discussed earlier. Incorporating Proposition 2, we then have the next theorem. 2v(a,) -1 + v(r,) -v(s,), provided that   v(s,) -v(m) >, 2v(a,) -1 for n > 1. these conditions on a,,, r,, and s,. Proof. The existence of the representation amounts to a re-statement of (4), (5) and Proposition 2. For uniqueness, first consider the following lemma. 
The expansion is unique subject to

,, E F[x] and v(b,) < -1, y(b,+l) G 2v(b,) + v(r,) -v(s,J -1, converges to an element B' E 9 such that v( B') = -v( b,). Then B' f 0 and b, =
Proof. By (6), In the same way, we successively find a, = b,, r,, = r,', s, = si for all n > 1. Thus the expansion is unique. 0
Representations of rational functions
We now investigate the expansions of rational functions A E F(x) via the Oppenheim-type algorithm, subject to special conditions on the factors r,,, s, E P[x]. This shows that n is bounded above, and so the algorithm must terminate after a finite stage. 0
Here the special choice s, = 1, n >, 1, includes the case treated in Theorem 1, while the choice s, = a,, n > 1, includes both the "Engel-type" expansion, as well as an infinite product expansion treated in [4] . Hence A,,, = A,,, for some integers m and t, and so the integral parts a, become periodic eventually.
Conversely, suppose that a,, = a,,,, 0 # r,, = r,,,, E F, and g, = g,,, E The special choice r, = 1, s, = a,( a, -1) in Proposition 8 leads again to the "Li_iroth-type" expansion described in Section 1.
